
Reading Name: Hall, Jarrell,
Jenkins, Williams

Date
Week of: February 28
March 4, 2022

Grade: K Time Block 1:
Time Block 2:

Resource:
HMH
Other:

Monday:  Module:5
Week: 1
Lesson: 1

Tuesday: Module: 5
Week: 1
Lesson: 2

Wednesday:  Module: 5
Week: 1

Lesson: 3

Thursday:  Module: 5
Week: 1
Lesson: 4

Friday:     Module: 5
Week: 1
Lesson: 5

Bellwork

Lesson Setup
● Prior knowledge
● Background

knowledge

Focus TEKS
[No more than 2; include
number]

K.5C K.7B K.7B K.7B K.5E, K.6B

Student friendly objective TSW make and
check predictions
about a story

TSW identify and
describe main
characters (how they
act, speak, think and
feel)

TSW describe how a
characters feelings
change (at the
beginning, middle and
end)

TSW identify and
describe main
characters

TSW respond to text by
drawing and writing.

Exit ticket
[formative; must relate to
focus TEKS, verb must be
the one used in the TEKS]

What prediction can
you make by looking
at the front cover?

Why does Jambari
squeeze his dad’s
hand?

Why do you think
Jambari wants to wait
until tomorrow to jump?

How can you tell how
Little Critter is feeling?
(looking at pictures)

What is something you
can do by yourself?

Word work:
● High frequency
● Vocabulary

Use TE page numbers.

Academic vocab:
Fiction, prediction,
characters, setting,
main events
HF:
Power/Vocab:
practice, proud,
success, important,
scared, surprised

Academic vocab:
character clues

HF:
Power/Vocab:
important, scared,
surprised

Academic vocab:
Picture and text clues

HF:
Power/Vocab:
important, scared,
surprised

Academic vocab:
Return sweep

HF:
Power/Vocab:
important, scared,
surprised

Academic vocab:
Respond to text

HF:
Power/Vocab:
important, scared,
surprised



Learning Activity:
[How to teach focus
TEKS; use TE page
numbers/brief
description.]

I Do
We Do

T29 - Draw a picture
of something that you
were afraid to try at
first.

T38 - academic
vocab.
**T39 Review
characters, setting
and main events and
Character Clues
anchor chart
then accountable talk

**Draw a picture of
the main character/s
and the setting in a
main event of the
story

T48 - connect and
teach AND T49 apply
to text - focusing on
“blue boxes”
**myBook pg. 52

**T50 - Read Aloud -
All By Myself  (listen
carefully and enjoy
the story)

T60 reference “return
sweep” as you use
“echo reading”  to read
aloud the story

T70 - connect reading
and writing
Write about something
you can do.

**myBook pg. 53

Think/Turn/Talk prompt
[Must relate to focus
TEKS]

Why does Jambari
think he's ready to
jump off the diving
board?

How would you feel if
you were a character
in our story?

T51 - T&T What are
some of the tasks that
Little Critter can do all
by himself?

T - T&T -about who the
main character is and
how you feel about this
character. Do you
like/dislike the main
character? Why?

T71 - T-P-S with Power
words and Sentence
Frames

Lesson Closure

● academic
conversation

● restate objective
● Exit ticket

[formative; must relate to
focus TEKS, verb must be
the one used in the TEKS]

Saxon (Lesson Number) #65 (Zz)(zebra)
Send home Reading
Practice #9 again for
Spelling Test Friday
**AND Reading
Practice #10 for
practice

#66 Zz (zebra) #67 for a grade #68 Zz (zebra) GRADE: Reading Word
List #9 Spelling Test

Words up, pup, us, bus, fun,
run, but, hug, snug,
plum, stump, four

up, pup, us, bus, fun,
run, but, hug, snug,
plum, stump, four

up, pup, us, bus, fun,
run, but, hug, snug,
plum, stump, four

up, pup, us, bus, fun,
run, but, hug, snug,
plum, stump, four

up, pup, us, bus, fun,
run, but, hug, snug,
plum, stump, four

TEKS



Skill Intro. letter Zz and
identify vowel sounds
in words

Think of words that
contain /u/

Number of words in a
sentence

Recognize the /z/ in
given words


